We study the maximum speed of quantum computation and how it is affected by limitations on physical resources. We show how the resulting concepts generalize to a broader class of physical models of computation within dynamical systems and introduce a specific algebraic structure representing these speed limits. We derive a family of quantum speed limit results in resource-constrained quantum systems with pure states and a finite dimensional state space, by using a geometric method based on right invariant action functionals on SU (N ). We show that when the action functional is bi-invariant, the minimum time for implementing any quantum gate using a potentially time-dependent Hamiltonian is equal to the minimum time when using a constant Hamiltonian, thus constant Hamiltonians are time optimal for these constraints. We give an explicit formula for the time in these cases, in terms of the resource constraint. We show how our method produces a rich family of speed limit results, of which the generalized Margolus-Levitin theorem and the Mandelstam-Tamm inequality are special cases. We discuss the broader context of geometric approaches to speed limits in physical computation, including the way geometric approaches to quantum speed limits are a model for physical speed limits to computation arising from a limited resource.
Introduction
As various models of physical computation are explored, there is interest in determining the ultimate physical limits of such systems [1] wherein limits from quantum mechanics, relativity and thermodynamics are presented. Speed of computation is one important such limit. There is interest in the speed limit to physical processes [2] , speed limits in open quantum systems [3] and speed limits in nonMarkovian systems [4] . Specifically, there is much interest in the speed limit to quantum information processing (QIP) tasks; a range of perspectives can be found in [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . There is also recent interest in applications of geometry to time optimal quantum control [5, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Here we study the optimal time to implement an arbitrary (special unitary) quantum gate in a system with constrained time-dependent Hamiltonian using a generalized version of the geometric technique used in [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . As well as being important in its own right, this problem serves as a test-bed for applying the same geometric technique to assessing the limits of physical models of computation more broadly.
In computer science, it is typical to assess an algorithm by understanding its space and time requirements. We present a methodology for mathematically relating a physical resource limitation to the optimal time to implement a computation under that limitation in a large class of physical models of computation. In the quantum case, in the absence of a constraint on the Hamiltonian, there would be no speed limit to the implementation of any quantum gate. Here we study a general type of constraint. A suitably general, time-independent constraint on a time-dependent Hamiltonian for an N -level quantum system (such as those typical in quantum control and quantum computation) can be represented as a function F : su(N ) → R, where the allowed set of Hamiltonians is represented by imposing F (−iĤ t ) = 1 for all time. (Here su(N ) is the special unitary Lie algebra, the tangent space at the identity T I SU (N ) on the group SU (N ) of special unitary matrices.) That is, only Hamiltonians which are on the unit level set of F are admissible. This class of constraints contains many physically familiar ones, including ||H t || = 1 for any matrix norm || · ||. If F were to represent a time dependent constraint, then the function F would itself have to be time dependent. This scenario is interesting as it represents the case of a resource upon which the limitation varies in time; investigating this idea further will form the basis of further work but will not be explored further herein.
This kind of resource constraint is an alternative and complementary to the 'forbidden directions' type constraints studied in [11] . Informally, the level set of a smooth function F on su(n) is generally a smooth manifold (perhaps with singularities) of dimension one less than the dimension of su(n) (i.e. codimension 1). As such, it is not possible to represent the constraint that the Hamiltonian can only be drawn from a vector space of traceless Hermitian matrices which is of dimension less than the maximal one (n 2 − 1 for n levels). One class of constraints that is particularly amenable to geometric analysis is those that are degree 1 positive homogeneous (PH), that is, F (λA) = λF (A), ∀λ > 0. One notes that, a PH function is not necessarily a positive function; the positivity refers to λ, not F . All norms are absolutely homogeneous by definition. As all absolutely homogeneous functions are also PH, the results derived below for PH functions apply to all matrix norms.
PH functions have a favorable property that is exploited throughout their use in geometry: the action function of a given curve corresponding to a PH (point-wise on each tangent space of a manifold) function does not depend on the parametrization of that curve. This class of PH constraints is very large, and contains many of those standardly studied and of those that arise naturally in practical contexts.
Right Invariant Actions and Evolution Times
Given a PH function on su(N ) one can define a right invariant action functional on the group SU (N ) by right extension [17] . Let F be a PH function on su(N ) and define its right extension, also known as the canonical lift of right translation from
. Given any right invariant PH function on T SU (N ) (the tangent bundle to the group) and assuming thatÛ t solves the Schrödinger equation: dÛt dt = −iĤ tÛt , it is possible to define an action functional S for curvesÛ t on SU (N ):
, which is the crucial property exploited in this derivation. If the Hamiltonian is constrained such that F (−iĤ t ) = κ (a constant) throughout an evolution then S[Û t ] = κT where T is the time interval of the evolution. As such, the time optimal trajectories of a system constrained as above will in general be the action minimizing curves on SU (n) of such functionals emanating from the group identity.
Action of a Time Independent Trajectory with a Given Endpoint
Given any PH function F : su(N ) → R, then any time independent, finite dimensional quantum system with Hamiltonian F (−iĤ) = κ such thatÛ T =Ô (for some desired gateÔ) satisfies:
This can be obtained straightforwardly from the exponential form of the timeindependent time evolution operator and by taking matrix logs of both sides of U T =Ô and applying F .
Examples and Known Results
There are two well-known limits to the minimum time for a quantum state to transition to an orthogonal state in terms ofĒ, the system's energy expectation [7] and the energy uncertainty ∆E in the energy uncertainty relation [18] . For a discussion of the subtleties of the time-energy uncertainty relation and the varied use of the term see [19] . In what follows, E 0 refers to the ground state energy of the Hamiltonian.
The task of orthogonalizing any state has its time optimal trajectory residing entirely within a single two (complex) dimensional subspace of state space [20] . As such, it is sufficient to study effectively two level systems when considering the speed limit for this particular process. In any finite dimensional system we can produce exact orthogonality times by setting:
O =L ⊕Î as this gate maps |0 to |1 (up to a phase) when θ = π. Conjugating this gate by a unitary matrixV results in another gateVÔV † which mapsV |0 toV |1 similarly. One readily checks that log(Ô) = π 2L ⊕Ẑ where the logarithm chosen is the principal logarithm andẐ is the zero matrix of the appropriate size.
In the following examples, all functions named as some labeled G, are special cases of the fully general PH function F used throughout this work. The PH function (with p > 0):
yields the known results [21] generalizing the Margolus-Levitin theorem when applied to eqn(2), gateVÔV † and the stateV |0 whichVÔV † orthogonalizes. After some tedious algebra, this results in:
which is exactly the (saturated) bound of [21] and the Margolus-Levitin bound for p = 1. The PH function
yields, by the same method, the time that saturates the Mandelstam-Tamm inequality [18] :
So both these standard results are special cases of our approach, derived from a specific choice of PH function. We now consider further functions and derive new results in this family.
Consider the operator norm || · || op , which has previously been employed to analyze the quantum speed limit (QSL), in the context of open systems described by a Lindblad operator [22] , and more generally [23] . This norm is equal to the largest singular value of a matrix. The PH function:
leads to the time:
The common factor of π in the times given in equations (5), (7) and (9) arises from the matrix logarithm ofÔ. By applying an arbitrary PH function to the orthogonalizing gate we find:
In the case that F is Ad invariant (see thm.1 below for a definition) this yields:
In general, a gateÔ has more than one matrix logarithm [24] . In order to obtain the physically optimal time to implement a gate, one must minimize over all logarithms. However, if F is a monotonically increasing function of the modulus of the eigenvalues of log(Ô), this minimum is always achieved by the principal logarithm. This case includes all unitarily invariant matrix norms. [25] applies the singular values of the Hamiltonian to a QSL problem to compare both Hermitian and non-Hermitian quantum mechanics [26] (where the speed limit is shown to behave differently [27] ).
Constraints for which Time-Independent Trajectories are
Optimal for all Gates
The method so far does not involve any optimization (other than over the multivalued the matrix logarithm); it gives a formula for the time to implement a gate using a specific trajectory. As shown in [20] , in the case of the Margolis-Levitin theorem, ultimately such an analysis cannot yield such a strong result if only the time-independent case is considered, because the Mandelstam-Tamm inequality is the 'sharpest' possible speed limit for the process of orthogonalizing a state. Nevertheless, other speed limit formulas still have physical relevance, even in the time-independent case. Consider an experimenter who knows only the energy expectationĒ, or more generally F (−iĤ), and does not know the energy uncertainty: to them a bound in terms of other physical quantities is of interest. As such, PH functions can be considered as representing a type of resource for time optimally implementing a quantum process, and eqn (2) can be read as the time to implement a gateÔ when only κ amount of resource F is available.
The action of a curve S[Û t ] is equal to the time to traverse that curve, so in a system with F (−iĤ t ) = 1 for all t, finding the critical curves (with fixed end pointŝ I andÔ) of such an action is a method for finding the time optimal trajectories for a gateÔ. This is a generalization of the Finsler geodesic based method of [10, 11] for finding optimal times in the presence of constraints. This method applies to any curve, and thus to systems with time-dependent constrained Hamiltonians. Here we give a condition for the time-independent trajectory to be the optimal one.
The result relies on a theorem about Relative Equilibria [28] (also referred to as geodesic vectors when the Lagrangian is given by a Riemannian/Finsler metric). A relative equilibrium is a curve which is simultaneously a stationary curve of a Lagrangian and a one parameter subgroup. In the case of quantum mechanics and SU (N ), one parameter subgroups (of the form e itÂ for some Hermitian operator A) are the time-independent trajectories. The following theorem shows when all the optimal trajectories for a constrained system are given by the time-independent trajectories. Theorem 1. The time optimal trajectories to implement any given arbitrary gatê O ∈ SU (N ) in a quantum system constrained such that F (−iĤ t ) = κ (for all time) are the trajectories achieved using a time independent Hamiltonian if and only if F is Ad invariant, that is, when
Proof. We apply a result of [28, §6.1] . The relevant theorem states that any biinvariant Lagrangian on a compact, connected Lie group has the one-parameter subgroups as its critical curves. Here, bi-invariant means, invariant under left, and right multiplication by any two potentially different group elements [29] . This is in contract to Ad invariance, which only requires invariance under conjugation by a single group element. As in eqn. (1), set the Lagrangian to be the right extension of F :
Applying the referenced theorem to this Lagrangian yields the result. We also note that the forward direction of the proof can be easily obtained by an application of the maximum principle.
Ad-invariant norms on su(N ) are in one-to-one correspondence with bi-invariant Finsler metrics on SU (N ) [30] . So it follows that the time required to implement a gate with a time-independent system is equal to the optimum time limit (over all time-dependent Hamiltonians) in exactly the cases when the PH function repre-senting the constraint is Ad invariant. This result generalizes the result of [11] from constraints represented by a Finsler metric, to an arbitrary PH function on su(N ). The above mentioned example PH functions, in eqs. (4) and (6), are not biinvariant, except the operator norm. Some interesting examples of bi-invariant F are the unitarily invariant norms [31] .
Gates for which Time Independent Trajectories are Optimal for a Given Constraint
Where F is not bi-invariant there may still be gates for which the optimal trajectory is achieved with a time-independent Hamiltonian. The action of eqn.
(1) associated with such an F is still right invariant by construction. In this case the associated action is a right invariant Finsler metric on SU (N ) and the optimal trajectory is a geodesic [11] . It is possible to write a criterion for a gateÔ to be implemented in the case that F is a norm [32, 33] . By applying [32, thm 3.1] in the special case that the state space is the Lie group (rather than a more general homogeneous space), the condition forX to be a geodesic vector becomes:
where g is the Hessian (fundamental tensor [34] restricted to SU (N ) in this case) of F . For a specific quantum gateÔ, a condition for it to have a time-independent trajectory as its time-optimal trajectory is:
One important case where g can be written explicitly is the example of F being a Randers norm [34] . For recent applications to quantum time optimal control see [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Note that a Randers norm can never be bi-invariant, as there are no non-zero bi-invariant one-forms on SU (N ): the adjoint representation of SU (N ) acts transitively on su(N ), any element of su(N ) can be sent to the kernel of the candidate one-form by the adjoint action of someÛ ∈ SU (N ). Thus any bi-invariant one form is zero and a bi-invariant Randers metric is Riemannian.
We have not found a way to analyze the case of a general PH function in this approach, as the Hessian is in general not easy to compute. However, eqn. (14) could be used as numerical check that a certain gate and constrained systems has as timeoptimal time-independent control. Hence there is no need for any grape-like [35] optimization of pulses in such cases. This can serve as a first check before beginning costly numerical optimization procedures.
Novel Speed Limit Formulas From Old, An Algebra Of Speed Limiting Resources
PH functions can be combined to obtain new such functions, and hence speed limits. For example, given any two PH functions F 1 , F 2 , then the following are also PH functions:
These last possibilities, of creating a new action functional from the max/min of two others, leads to bounds of the type discussed in [36, 37] . The 'unified bound' described in [36] can be obtained from the action arising from PH functions: the minimum of the energy expectation and the energy uncertainty. This unified bound [36] is subject to a similar criticism as that given in the discussion of the MargolisLevitin theorem in [20] ; we make the same observation as given above ( §5) about which quantities are a priori known to experimenters. The operations above that combine PH functions into new ones have an important property: combining two Ad invariant PH functions yields a new one, which will also have the time-independent trajectories as its corresponding optimal trajectories. Just as in [11] , when the optimal trajectory is not a time-independent one, it can be obtained (at least numerically) as a solution to the Euler-Poincaré equation corresponding to F .
Speed Limits in Resource-Limited Physical Models of Computation
The case of quantum computation implemented via quantum control with a limited resource is a special case of a more general framework for describing computation in physical systems using control theory. In the quantum scenario, a limitation on the Hamiltonian is described by the restriction F (iH) = κ. In a more general setting, which includes many stochastic control scenarios and Hamiltonian mechanics, where the states of a physical system with some degree of external control are points on a manifold M , one can ask the informal question: 'what is the least time needed to transition from a state q 0 ∈ M to a state q 1 ∈ M ?' In this scenario, we associate the states of M , or subsets of states, with states of a computation in progress in the manner of the representation relation described in [38] . With this perspective in mind, one sees that this methodology has application to assessing the minimum time required to implement a computation in a physical device. The scenario of a speed limiting constraint in a controlled dynamical system can be visualized as in figure (8) . In this scenario of a constrained navigation problem, the action of any curve γ(t) on M connecting q 0 ∈ M to q 1 ∈ M in time T , subject to the constraint F γ(t)
Provided that F γ(t) is a PH function on each tangent space T γ(t) M , this action is invariant under all positive reparameterizations of the curve γ. As such this type Fig. 1 . A speed limiting constraint in a dynamical system. M is the state space of a dynamical system; TxM is the tangent space at x; γ(t) is a trajectory; v is the tangent vector to the trajectory at x; F represents a speed limiting constraint.
of action represents something intrinsically geometrical, and supports our claim that physical speed limits in constrained systems, computational or otherwise, are geometrically intrinsic and should be studied using the framework of geometric time optimal control. This observation justifies the idea that physical speed limits to computation are in correspondence with PH functions on the tangent spaces to the state space of the underlying dynamical system enacting the computation. This statement supports the intuition that an underlying geometric structure similar to a distance measure on physical states should form the basis of calculating optimal times. As such, we propose that such structures should form the basis for understanding the analogue of Turing machine time-complexity [39] for computations embodied in physical substrates (modeled as dynamical systems), and further, that the set of all P H functions on a manifold is a good model for speed limiting resources in such models of computation.
Discussion and Conclusion
We have presented a novel mathematical technique for representing a wide class of physical constraints on a quantum Hamiltonian for a finite dimensional system which includes both theoretically and practically interesting examples.
There are some physically meaningful constraints that cannot be represented this way, for example:Ē = ψ t |Ĥ t |ψ t = κ or (∆E) 2 = ψ| Ĥ t −Ē 2 |ψ t = κ through an evolution. The states that appear in our constraints are time independent even whenĤ t is time dependent. We expect that eqn.(13) will readily generalize to this situation and yield a procedure similar to that used to prove the Mandelstam-Tamm inequality in [40] (and many other places) for a wider class of physical constraints.
One possible obstacle to this approach is that a 'finite form' of each P H function may not be known. In the Mandelstam-Tamm inequality case, the geodesic distances on complex projective space are known exactly to be π 2 for orthogonal states. However, the action of the curve of least action, using an arbitrary P H function, connecting two states may not be known or be impossible to write in closed form in cases other than when the action is the Fubini-Study length of a curve. The Fubini-Study metric is the only unitarily invariant metric on complex projective space, and is also the only (by an identical proof) unitarily invariant action arising from a P H function on the same space. This observation clarifies the exact sense in which the Mandelstam-Tamm inequality is the 'sharpest' bound [20] of the process of orthogonalizing a quantum state. We have shown that the concepts presented generalize to far more general notions of physical computation modeled as controlled dynamical systems with a speed limiting constraint.
The method presented is a generalization of the representation of a constraint on a quantum Hamiltonian presented in [11] , which analysed the case that the constraint was represented by a Riemannian metric. Given both:
• the scope of the relationship between physical speed limits in systems with an appropriate constraint • the broad recent interest in the physical limits to computation we propose, for computations physically embodied in dynamical systems, that:
• PH functions model speed-limiting resources in physical computation • the associated actions of trajectories, yield optimal times for a system to traverse a specific trajectory • Constrained navigation problems in dynamical systems are the correct tool of assessing optimal times in physical computation and that such optimal times form the analogue of classical time complexity analysis [39] It is also of practical interest, especially if the exact quantum gate required for a computational step is not exactly known, what the 'slowest gate' is; that is, the gate for which the minimum time is the largest given a specific constraint. This time is discussed in detail without constraints in the work [41] . Seeking the analogous time, for each constraint of the type discussed in this work would be of interest. A norm (all also PH) Constant Hamiltonian optimal for all gates Constant Hamiltonian optimal for gates solving (14) Table 1 summarizes the results on speed limits for quantum gates in systems with constraints represented by P H functions on su(N ). One clearly sees that the property of the constraint being represented by a norm, rather than by a more general P H function, is not the key determining factor affecting the minimum time or the nature (constant or otherwise) of the time minimizing control scheme. This indicates that the scope of investigation in to the geometry of the quantum speed limit, and speed limits for computation in more general classes of physical system should be expanded beyond the investigation of this somewhat limited class of constraints. We further note that we have not included the case of choosing from a limited set of constant Hamiltonians during a computation (i.e., a piecewise constant control), as is the case in the quantum circuit model.
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